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ABSTRACT

In this paper we discuss three approaches to the modeling of a tree crown development.
These approaches are experimental (i.e. regressive), theoretical (i.e. analytical) and
simulational (i.e computer) modeling. The common assumption of these is that a tree can
be regarded as one of the fractal objects which is the collection of semi-similar objects
and combines the properties of two- and three-dimensional bodies. We show that a
fractal measure of crown can be used as the link between the mathematical models of
crown growth and light propagation through canopy. The computer approach gives the
possibility to visualizef a crown development and to calibrate the model on experimental
data. In the paper different stages of the above-mentioned approaches are described. The
experimental data for spruce, the description of computer system for modeling and the
variant of computer model are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. PROBLEM FOUNDATION
Crowns of trees represent the union of photosynthetic leaves and

the structures that support and expose it to sunlight. Based on
evolutionary concepts, it's natural to suppose that form and
structure of crown as well as distribution of leaf surface and
volume are organized to maximize the production of photosynthesis
while minimizing the expenditures for support and conduction
{branches and stem).
The crown is a very complex (semi-similar,fractal) object being

neither two-dimensional nor three-dimensional :it is regarded as
a hybrid of surface and volume which has an intermediate measure.
This value (measure of tree crown) plays the important role for
analyzing of the interaction between trees and environment,
especially for describing competition resources (for example,
light, COj ). The light way is related with the form and structure
of crown, hence with the measure of tree crown [3]. To find the
available fractal measure of a tree crown is the problem which
can be solved by combining of a theoretical and a empirical
modeling. The empirical approach of calculating of fractal measure
for trees was suggested and fractal measure of some types of trees
was calculated in works (Zeide,1990, Zeide & Pfefer,1991). There
was supposed that the crown measure depends on the type tree
stand , depth of analysis of crown processes, environmental
properties, and this value is the constant under the constant
conditions.

It's natural to study a crown structure ("crown geometry") by
methods of mathematical modeling both empirically and
theoretically coupled with computer visualization similarly, for
example (Niklas,1986). . One of the main problem consist in
developing a set of suitable mathematical and computer models
that should be convenient for examination of different
hypothesis (both formal and eco-physiological ones) of crown
growth and development of a tree and trees within a stand,
for calculating complex geometrical characteristics of fractal
type corresponding to model,and,at last,for identifying obtained
results accordingly to experimental data. We will discuss these
problems here.

1.2.THE PRINCIPAL BASIS OF THE CROWN MODEL.
The analysis of the life cycle of shoots and the organization

of crowns for different tree species gives the possibility to
define the "normal" or "ideal" tree (i.e. growing under good
environmental conditions .without anomalies in the development).
We suggest:
1) There are annual branching of several side axes from the main

vertical axis that is called stem, or primary shoot. The process
is called the first order branching. The higher order branches are
growing from these side axes. The number of order branching is
limited.

2) There exists certain correlations between the number of
daughter shoots growing on a mother branch, their sizes and age.

3) It takes place a development of the determined crown form
that is called, according to Munch, a "crown harmony". On the one
hand, it's related with sizes and angles of shoots, on the other
hand - with order branching. (Physiological reasons of developing
for crown harmony consist in the apical domination).
1.3.MODELING STEPS.
Computer-dynamic models of tree crown and tree stand crown

could be used for realization of describing presentations of tree
growth and development. Constructing of these models consists of
some consequent steps:
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First step.
A computer presentation of crown growth by means of the

two-dimensional tree crown model, that is the axis- cut
similar to the "dichotomous" branching (Edelstein-Keshet &
Ermentrout, 1989)• It is performed by using the simplest seed
iteration. The seed is a knot consisting of r enumerated
elements, i.e.branches, (see Fig.l). A single tip produces r new
tips. These branches have the length Jy ,and angles between them
are (̂  -(s = 1 , . . . , r-1). Let's denote 8O . the angle between
the first (last) branch and the stem. We distinguish between
the main branch (stem) and side branches. The stem has the length u.

The seed iterating rule has the form:

( ) , n = 1,2 (1)

where function i, is, in the simplest case, linear.
Similarly, the iterating procedure is given for the side

branches:

) n = 1,2 (2)

Generally, the function <sr and ̂  are different.
The iterating branching is completed acceding to a limitation

given by the user ( for example,by branches being very small).
The case of forming more than one branch within a unlimited

place of space support, arising hollownesses in the crown
support,as well as calculations of their dimension can be modeled
at this step.

Second step.
Application of the analytical eco-physiological models to
describe the growth and development of tree crowns (see, for
example, Antonovsky et.al, 1991, Karev, 1985).
Choosing the crown growth according to an experimental production
curve. A simple identification of the model with respect to
the nature data described by the production curve could be
realized at this step.

Third step.
Taking into consideration allometric relations between length of

branches, crown surface and volume,as well as age dependencies.
Application of the analytical eco-physiological models similar

to Shinozaci's pipe model, Kull's growth model, light competition
Karev's model (Antonovsky et.al,1991, Karev,1985) to bring to light
and to explain the growth and development of tree.

Forth step.
Establishing the relationships between leaf (needle) cover and

tree growth. Calculations of shady space in- or under the tree
crown.

Fifth step.
Three-dimensional model. Constructing two-dimensional cuts and

restoring the three-dimensional crown properties by using
two-dimensional characteristics and cuts.
The development of a tree canopy can be modeled on this step.

Sixth step.
Modeling of the tree stand crown dynamics. Identifying models

correspondingly to the nature data.
The geometrical (fractal) characteristics of crown object are
calculated at each step of modeling.

It is evident that in above-mentioned steps may be, in reality,
mixed.

2.MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. THE DESCRIPTION OF CROWN GROWTH IN EXAMPLE OF SPRUCE
Spruce (Picea abies L(Karst)) is more convenient object for

modeling of a crown owing to its regular crown structure. For this
reason, spruce was named, in a figurative sense, a "mathematical
tree".
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Our model was developed on the basis of observations on spruce
trees of various age. The trees grew near Moscow at the open place
without mutual shading by sufficient nutrition and soil moisture.

It was found,that many parameters which describe the branch
properties (the number of twigs of various age,their length,
thickness, mass, the mass of foliage) are the functions of mother
branches'length. For a tree, which grows under normal conditions,
without stresses and damages and anomalies in the development
("ideal tree") such a model gives a possibility to calculate all
the necessary parameters for each branch on the basis of the
length of annual stem segment.

1).The number of branches.
Being a tree species, spruce has the vertical stem (axes

O-branching order) which generates annually a new segment.Upper
lateral buds of the segment develop, in a year's time, the
branches of first order of branching, which grow around the
stem in horizontal direction and mould the whorl. They generate
the skeleton of the crown. Their duration of life is about
30-50 years.The lower buds give rise to the other branches
which are shorter than the upper ones and have also a shorter
life duration.
The total number of first order branches is linear function of

stem segment length, but the number of whorled (skeleton)
branches is limited; their number is not more than 6.

The branches of second order age are generated at the segments
of skeleton branches. Their total number depends on the length of
annual segment, too. They are located in the horizontal plane.
The number of "whorled" branches is also limited and is equal do
not more than 3. The duration of life for such branches is about
10-12 years.
The branches of second order generate each year the branches of

third branching order of two types. Whorled branches of the third
branching order live about 7 years. The total number of branching
orders, in case of spruce, is equal to 5, but the branches of the
third branching order are most numerous.

2)The length of daughter branches in the first year of their
life depends on the length of annual segment of mother branch, at
which they are generated. As a rule, their length are equal 0,7
of mother segment length. Annual growth of branches in the next
year determines the order specification for each order of
branching: maximal growth rate takes a place for the first -order
skeleton branches during the second year of their life.After this
the growth rate decrease; for the branches of a higher branching
order, the decrease in the growth rate occurs by the first year of
the life.

3)The thickness of branches depend on the sum of the lengths of
segments which are more young than place of measuring: for
example, the two-years old segment diameter is proportional to the
sum of length of one- and two- year old segments, while the three
years old segment diameter is proportional to the sum of one-,
two- and three years old segments.

4)Foliage amount depends on the branches length. The foliage
dry mass can be approximately calculated on the basis of
the regressive equation that was obtained for spruce from the
experimental data:

ln(w) = 1.46 ln(L) - 4.528 <3)

where W -the foliage dry mass(g), L - the length of branch
segment (cm).
Under conditions given, the death of needless was observed to

occur from the 6-years old age, 8-years old branches display the
loss of a half of needles, while the needles will fall off
completely by reaching 12-years old age.

Calculations of total length, number, mass and surfaces of
branches of various age can be made on the basis of model.

Age dynamics of the growth of the first, second and third order
branches is represented in Fig.2a; age dynamics of daughter twigs
is shown in Fig. 2b.
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2.2.SOME ASPECTS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING.
l)The computer model described in the section 2 represents

the collection of repeating semi-similar elements (seeds). This
collection is the "prefractal" for each step of iterations, it
being a one of the fractal type object in limit case.
The dimension DF of this object can be obtained on the basis of
the Mandelbrot theory (Mandelbrot,1982) by using available
theoretical models. The simplest model is following.

Let us schematically describe a tree as the branching
structure, i.e. skeleton (see Fig.>J) . Denote by k the coefficient
of length changing for successive branch (in equations (1),(2)
the functionst^ = <f- = k) , by r the number of annual borne
twigs (on each branch) and by a := rk. Suppose, that k < 1, r > 1
and a > 1. Denote by L the total length of skeleton after
n-th generation. Then we obtain:

2
L = a, L = a + a L =(a - a) / (a - 1) .
Mi. h

Assuming to d = k we can calculate the number of generations:

n = - ln(d)/ln(k)

According to (2] we getL = const , + const d (4)
•i %-

where DF has the view:

DF =- ln(r)/ln(k) (5)

The value DF is called the "fractal measure" of the object.
Note, that 1 < DF < 2 for 1/k < a <1.
Remark. In this simple scheme the fall of branches can be

reduced to decreasing of borne twigs number.
For above-mentioned "ideal spruce" values k = 0.7, r = 2.54,

taking into account the branches fall we suggest r -> r*3/4. The
value of DF = 1.81.
2) The meaning of fractal measure, according to (5), is only
approximate for a real tree because, for example, that ^he rate
of branches length changing is not a constant. According to the
model (Poletaev, 1966), the growth of a tree height h is
described by the next equation:

2.
h = a - bh , (6)

where parameters a and b depend on species and environment of tree
This equation was obtained by assuming the surface of a tree

is proportional to h and the volume being proportional to h .
In case of the following allometric relation

between height h, surface S and volume V of tree:

S = h , V ^ h
the model (6) can be written in the form (Karev,198S>

• % SL
h = ah - bh (7)

where \r = M - t) + 1.

Here, values p and V may be interpreted as the link between
dimensions of the surface and the volume of a tree respectively:
DF = 1 - M, DF = 1 - v.s *̂ v

For 0 < y < 1 the equation (7) describes the curves of growth
more precisely than equation (6).



3) The fractal dimension can be used as a link between the
computer tree crown model and the analytical model of a light
propagation, through a tree crown. The density of light flow may be
regarded as a variable that is changed according to the low of
Lambert-Bare (proportional to the density of medium); this leads
to the model of Monsi-Saeki (see Antonovsky et. al.,1991):

Kz,t) = I exp(-kX(z,t)) (8)

where I{z,t) is the light density at the level z, 1^ is the
respective density above the tree canopy, k c is the constant
(coefficient of extinction), L{z,t) is the total surface of leaves
from the top of canopy to the level z. For a single tree function
Mz,t) may be presented as follows:

K

L(z,t) = J 2 s(H,h)dh
where H is a height of tree, s(H,h) is a leaf density on the level
h.

Appropriate class of leaf density function is determined by
formula:

I *
S(H,h) = h H ' (9)

According to this formula, the total leaf area of a tree may be
calculate by formula: . .

?* ^ >
S(H) = I . s(H,h)dh = H /(8+1) (10)

^o r
So we obtain the connection:,/. + & + 1 = M, and therefore

S(H,h) = HJi • (11)

Parameter jx> relates to the form of a tree crown. When changing
(&, a different crown form can be described. {Positive values
of ]B correspond to "acacia"-tree,and negative values correspond
to "spruce"-tree.)

The above- mentioned approach can be used at the
"eco-physiological" step of modeling.
3.Accordingly to finiteness of iterative procedure of crown

model, the estimation of fractal dimension is to be performed
numerically. The methods of such calculations were proposed in
(Zeide & Pfeifer, 1991). They can be adopted for the analysis of the
described models.

2.3.COMPUTER-DYNAMIC MODEL
The computer part of modeling is based on System MORPHO intended

for the exposition of plant morphological and growth dynamics. The
special class of attributive L-systems that gives geometric images
is used for describing the modeled object (Prusinkiewicz &
Lindenmayer, 1990) . Elementary images that represent leaves,
part of a stem or branches, are to be formed by the geometrical
editor. The rules concerning the construction of the geometrical
model of a plant and its growth and development are given
thereupon.
The model of growth is described as:

- set of generative symbols (the bud is the analogy
of a generative symbol). Each symbol has the follows attributes:
coordinates, space direction and, perhaps, some other, such as
length from the root;

set of images { leaves, elements of branches);
set of rules to describe the way the generative symbols

can transform to images. The rules may have conditions
and probabilities of being used.
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The images are prepared with the help of special graphical
editor.

The model is described in a special language,translated into C-
language program and, then, to executable program.
The MORPHO- system is implemented on the basis of IBM-PC/AT

personal computers with EGA or VGA graphic card.

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1.EXAMPLE OF COMPUTER MODEL OF TREE CROWN.
The following model simulates the crown development if the

light competition between branches takes a place.
The model construction has the five objects, namely : the root

or the origin, apical bud, side bud, shoot (with some buds along
it) and leaves.
At each (n-th) step, the following processes can take place:
1) generation of any number r of shoots produced by buds with

the fixed probability p̂ ,* this probability is equal to 1 for
apical buds;
2) increase in the length of each shoot by the value f{n)DL,

where DL is the distance from the original shoot to the bud, n is
an order of the shoot (generation number), positive function f is
equal to 1 for the apical shoot and is less than 1 for side shoots.
At each step, the length from the root to a bud is

recalculated: L = L + f(n)DL.
The appearance of local buds will be stopped if the bud density

(in its neighborhood) is more than the fixed parameter ROmax.
Global branching will be stopped if a) the total "tree" length
becomes more than the fixed length LOmax, b) local branching is
stopped for all buds, c) by user's request.
The form of a "tree" may vary according to parameter angl which
determines the angle between two successive shoots (the direction
of growth of a shoot from a bud). It's should be noted that the
angle value is taken with the certain probability p Q.

For the convenience of observation, it is before shoot
being produced a bud produces a leaf which will disappear the next
step.

The gistogram of the number density of branches at model is
calculated too. It gives the possibility to calibrate the model
accordingly to experimental curve shown in Fig.2b.

The graphic products of this model are presented in Fig.^.
This model corresponds to the above- mentioned •first and

partial second step" of modeling.
We would hope that the application of the ecological-physiological

laws of plant growth, the analytical description of light or place
competition for growth resource and calculation methods of fractal .
analysis give us a possibility to create a useful system to analyze
the dynamics of both a tree crown and a tree canopy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG.l The seed of the iterative procedure.
FIG.2 Spruce. The dependencies on age of rate growth of

first,second and third order branches (a), the number
daughter branches (b).

FIG.3 Branching structure ("tree").
FIG.4 Examples of tree simulations.
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